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Initial Report

▪ Class average grade: 81.1% (actually very good!)

▪ However, there were some consistent issues across 
the majority of projects that we need to discuss

▪ Issues that will have an impact on your final report if we 

don’t address them now

▪ Designed to be a first step in your overall Golden 
Triangle Mall project

▪ Q: What does this mean?
▪ There is a second step

▪ The first step is a foundation for the second step
▪ If you don’t have a good foundation, everything else falls 

down

Initial Report

Big Point: Your initial report needs to not try to do it all

The initial report needs to focus on just the foundation, 
and not anything more

▪ So what happened?
▪ People tried to do it all in their initial report

▪ But what they needed to do was just define their plan

for doing the work
▪ This was a problem because, in trying to do it all, you 

didn’t do it well

Initial Report

To have a quality final report, you will 
still need to circle back and give some 

good thought to your plan for doing the 
work (no shortcuts)

This is where I have an opportunity for you to 

consider…

Offer: I will give you a chance to improve 
your Initial Report by up to two full letter 
grades if you submit to me a great, two-
page summary of answers to five 
benchmark questions

Due date: November 1

Initial Report

Initial Report

▪ Five benchmark questions (one concise 
paragraph on each)
▪ 1. What is the basic problem that the mall and mall 

management are facing?

▪ 2. What kinds of data/data sets do mall managers 

need to access to complete an evidence-based fix of the 
problem?

▪ 3. Where can we find these data sets that we need?

▪ 4. What kinds of GIS analysis can we complete to 
support answering the mall’s basic problem?

▪ 5. How do all these elements come together to 

provide a package of targeted support that will be truly 
helpful for mall management in fixing their problem?

Initial Report

Questions?
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Schedule Updates and Reminders

Here are some important dates and items from our class schedule over 
the next few weeks:

Mon, Oct 21: “Commerce and the Settlement Pattern”

Wed, Oct 23: Free Work Day (I will be at a conference in Charlotte)

Mon, Oct 28: “Commercial Structure of Metropolitan Areas”

Wed, Oct 30: “Commercial Structure of Metropolitan Areas”

_____________________

Nov 18, 20, and 25: Project presentation days (presentation time slot 

sign up sheet coming next week)

Wed, Nov 20: Project reports due

This Week’s Retail Business Case 

Study: Whataburger

A family-owned quick service 
restaurant chain

Note: the chain does include        
franchised locations

Whataburger Locations

Do you see a geographic pattern here?

Week 9

Retailing and the Settlement 
Pattern

Retail and the Settlement Pattern

 Theme for this week: overall 
understanding of the spatial 
arrangement of services

 Geographic focus: state or national 
(not so much community or local levell)

 Sample questions:
⚫ Why do we see hospitals in the cities we find 

them today? Where do we not find them?

⚫ What range of services can you find in 
Denton, versus what you might find in Krum, 
Weatherford, Arlington, or Dallas?
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Retail and the Settlement Pattern

 The most fundamental function cities 
exist to serve is trade: the exchange 

of goods and services

 Key Idea: the Basic/non-basic trade 

classification

⚫ Basic trade: economic activities focused 
on trade with other cities and regions

⚫ Non-basic trade: economic activities 
that serve the local city and region

Retail and the Settlement Pattern

 Basic trade has traditionally been 
connected with manufacturing

⚫ Make something and ship it to its market

 Non-basic trade has traditionally been 

connected with services

⚫ Serving a local market: restaurant, 
barber, hardware store

 This is still true in many situations, 

but not all: modern communications 
technologies make a difference here

Retail and the Settlement Pattern

 Two major components of cities relate 
to local trade (our focus here)

⚫ 1. The city itself

also known as a “central place”

For example, the part of Texas that is 
legally defined as the “City of Dallas”

Retail and the Settlement Pattern

 Two major components of cities relate 
to local trade (our focus here)

⚫ 2. The city’s “hinterland”

The larger trading area served by a 
central place

Many definitions of Dallas’ hinterland 
would include places like Irving, 
Mesquite, Carrollton, and Plano

Fort Worth’s region would likely include 
Arlington and Southlake

Retail and the Settlement Pattern

 Two major components of cities relate 
to local trade (our focus here)

⚫ 2. The city’s “hinterland”

Dallas-Fort Worth might collectively be 
thought of as serving a large zone 
stretching over a distance of over 100 
miles in all directions (or even more)

Metropolitan Statistical Areas in 
North Texas

We are in the 
Dallas-Fort 

Worth-

Arlington MSA
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The Service Zone Envisioned by the 
Developers of Denton’s Rayzor Ranch

Probably a 
reasonable 

definition of a 

trade area for 
Denton as a 

whole

Retail and the Settlement Pattern

 Q: in what way would we say Fort 
Worth, Denton, or Dallas “serve” 

their surrounding areas?

Retail and the Settlement Pattern

 The extent of a city’s hinterland
(how far it goes) depends on the 
good or service:
⚫ Milk and bread: trading areas are often 

not that big

⚫ Automobiles and advanced medical 
services: trading areas can be huge 
(expensive services)

⚫ Newspapers also have large trading 
areas, but are cheap to purchase per 
copy: so why the large trading areas?

Retail and the Settlement Pattern

“The 

Oregonian” 

Circulation 

Map: “Core 

Advertising 

Area” (defined 

by newspaper)

Retail and the Settlement Pattern

“The 

Oregonian” 

Circulation 

Map: “Extended 

Market Zone” 

(defined by 

newspaper)

Stores where 

you can buy 

The Dallas 

Morning News

Source: dallasnews.com

Q: What words would you 

use to describe this pattern?
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Retail and the Settlement Pattern

National Newspaper Zone Map

Q: Which cities have big zones? 
Are they the largest cities?

Retail and the Settlement Pattern

Another Example: A Commuting Territory Map

Based on 

Actual 

Commuting 

Behavior

Retail and the Settlement Pattern

Another Example: A Commuting Territory Map

Q: How does this compare to the newspaper 
map? Similarities? Differences?

Same Data, 

Different 

Map Format

Retail and the Settlement Pattern

Another Example: Our MLB Baseball Fan Zone Map

Based on 

Facebook 

“likes”

Retail and the Settlement Pattern

One Last One: NFL Football Team Fan Zones

Based on 

Facebook 

“likes”

Trade Area Concepts

 Three key concepts help us to use the 
trade area concept in practical ways

 1. Threshold

⚫ The minimum amount of demand
required in order to support a given type 
of store or service

⚫ Number of dollars spent each year, or 
the number of people or families 
needed to keep a given business going
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Trade Area Concepts

 1. Threshold (continued)

⚫ Specialized or expensive services have 
a higher threshold than less-expensive 
services:

A restaurant specializing in fine French 
cuisine needs a large market

Fast food outlet selling hamburgers and 
Coke can locate in many more places

Trade Area Concepts

 1. Threshold (continued)

⚫ Q: In number of people (approximate), 
what might be the threshold for a

Sonic?

Kroger?

University of North Texas?
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Trade Area Concepts

 2. Range

⚫ The maximum distance that people 
will travel to obtain a given kind of good 
or service

⚫ Like threshold, range varies depending 
on the good or service

⚫ People will travel any distance up to the 
range of the good or service to buy it

Trade Area Concepts

 2. Range

Trade Area Concepts

 2. Range

⚫ At any distance up to the range, 
consumers will buy some of the good or 
service

⚫ With increasing distance from the store, 
consumers must pay more for 
transportation, so they have less to 

spend in the store

Trade Area Concepts

Store location

This is another 
place where we 
can see the
“spatial 
demand 
cones”
mentioned in 
some of our 
lecture slides a 
few weeks ago

Trade Area Concepts

Store location

This is another 
place where we 
can see the
“spatial 
demand 
cones”
mentioned in 
some of our 
lecture slides a 
few weeks ago

Trade Area Concepts

 3. City Hierarchies

⚫ Hierarchy (definition): A series in which 
each element is ranked

⚫ A hierarchy of cities is a ranking of cities
based on some idea of city importance

⚫ Could be based on population, but 
sometimes other factors can play a more 
important role
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Trade Area Concepts

 3. City Hierarchies

⚫ Q: What else (besides population) could 
you rank a system of cities by? Can you 
think of any other indicator of “city 
importance”?

Trade Area Concepts

 3. City Hierarchies

⚫ Key Idea: cities lower in the hierarchy fall 
under the influence of a city one level up

⚫ Examples:

 New York is at the top of the US city 
hierarchy

 Chicago, LA, SF, Dallas, Houston, Atlanta
would be in a second level under New York

 Further levels down from there

Top Level: New York

The US Urban Hierarchy

Top Level: New York

The US Urban Hierarchy

Second Level: Chicago, LA, SF, Dallas, Houston, Atlanta

Central Place Theory

 One focus in geography is 
understanding how an entire group of 
cities in a region or country functions 
as an interdependent unit

⚫ Some cities specialize in function, doing 
things like making glass, cars, or computers

⚫ Small cities also rely on big cities for some 
things, like specialized health care

⚫ Q: how much does Denton rely on other 
cities to maintain life as we know it here?

Central Place Theory

 One result of this line of thinking: 
central place theory

 Central place theory (CPT) studies the 
location of service centers across 

regions
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Central Place Theory

 CPT gives insight to help answer 
questions like

⚫ What is the best arrangement of school 
locations to efficiently serve the students 
and families of Texas?

⚫ What set of grocery store locations will 
best serve the D-FW market?

⚫ If we were to open a new university in 
Texas, where should it go?

Central Place Theory

 CPT is a simplification, just like von 
Thünen’s agricultural location theory

⚫ Very idealistic patterns coming from pure 
theory

 Value of CPT: it gives us an 

understanding of the basic forces at 
work in our towns and cities, and the 

patterns they produce

Central Place Theory

 The building blocks of CPT are the 
three factors we just studied:
threshold, range, and city hierarchies

 Using these concepts and simplifying 
assumptions, CPT shows us an ideal 
arrangement of service locations

 Can be interesting to study the logic 
behind the ideal arrangements, but 
don’t focus only on the ideal

Central Place Theory

 People have been observing and 
formalizing the principles of CPT for 
centuries

⚫ Your reading refers to the work of the Arab 
geographer Al-Muqaddasi

⚫ Al-Muqaddasi captured core ideas over 
1000 years ago that were further refined 
and extended only in the past few decades 
(very advanced ideas)

Central Place Theory

 Modern CPT came from the independent 
work of two German geographic 
theorists

⚫ Walter Christaller

⚫ August Lösch

 Powerful and amazing to see that the 
two came up with very similar theories
using totally different approaches

⚫ Shows how strong their findings were

Central Place Theory

 Christaller examined the existing 
arrangement of towns and cities in 
southern Germany

⚫ Tried to extract what he believed were the 
organizing principles behind the patterns

⚫ Started with observation, then formulated 
theory
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Christaller’s Place Observations

Central Place Theory

 Christaller’s logic also led him to focus 
on the largest cities first

⚫ The most important cities hosting the 
greatest variety of services

⚫ These cities also the highest order services: 
the highest thresholds and largest ranges, 
the services that can only be in the largest 
places

Central Place Theory

 Lösch took the opposite approach

⚫ Disregarding what currently exists, he 
sought principles that would define the best 
way of arranging services in a vast region

⚫ This meant a focus on math and geometry 
to determine the ultimate, ideal in terms of 
spatial pattern: the most economically 
efficient arrangements

⚫ Lösch thought this ideal question was the 
most important, not the explanation of what 
already exists (“who cares what’s already 
here, let’s find the best way to do things”)

Central Place Theory

 Lösch took the opposite approach

⚫ Disregarding what currently exists, he 
sought principles that would define the best 
way of arranging services in a vast region

⚫ This meant a focus on math and geometry 
to determine the ultimate, ideal in terms of 
spatial pattern: the most economically 
efficient arrangements

⚫ Lösch thought this ideal question was the 
most important, not the explanation of what 
already exists (“who cares what’s already 
here, let’s find the best way to do things”)

Started with theory and 
then moved to observation

Central Place Theory

 Lösch’s approach also differed in terms 
of starting point for the analysis

⚫ While Christaller focused on explaining the 
largest cities first and worked his way 
down, Lösch started with the smallest 
centers and worked his way up

⚫ What drives the arrangement of local 
service towns (gas station, convenience 
store)?

Central Place Theory

 Both approaches led to similar 
conclusions at a very broad level

 However, the difference in approach 
also gave each some unique insights
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Common CPT Findings

An inefficient 
arrangement of 
market towns

Common CPT Findings

An inefficient 
arrangement of 
market towns 
(unserved 
areas)

Common CPT Findings

Geometrically, the 
most efficient 
arrangement of 
market towns

Common CPT Findings

Geometrically, the 
most efficient 
arrangement of 
market towns (no 
unserved areas, 
as little 
duplication of 
service as 
possible)

Common CPT Findings

A three level 
central place 
system 
(market 
centers and 
market 
areas)

Common CPT Findings

A three level 
central place 
system 
(market 
centres and 
market 
areas)

Both versions of CPT emphasize the 
simultaneous existence of various levels of 
towns/cities and market areas: small towns
with small market areas, and bigger places

with bigger market areas
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Unique CPT Contributions

 Christaller’s contribution was the 
concept that the best way of arranging 
towns might differ from one region to 
another

⚫ Different regions of the country might have 
different priorities depending on the nature 
of the local economy (in Christaller’s terms, 
different “organizing principles”)

Unique CPT Contributions

 Christaller suggested three possible 
organizing principles that might lead 
to an actual difference in how central 
places are arranged on a map (he 
actually observed these 3 in different 
regions)

⚫ 1. marketing

⚫ 2. transportation

⚫ 3. administration

Christaller’s 
k=3 
marketing 
principle

Most efficient 
for the pure 

distribution of 
goods through 
the towns of 
the region

k=3: 1 high order 

place + 1/3 of 6 
low order places

Christaller’s 
k=4 
transportation 
principle

Most efficient 
for planning 
transport 

routes through 
the towns of 
the region

Christaller’s 
k=4 
transportation 
principle

Most efficient 
for planning 
transport 

routes through 
the towns of 
the region

k=4: 1 high order 

place + 1/2 of 6 
low order places

Christaller’s 
k=7 
administration 
principle

Most efficient 
for setting up 

administrative 

units centered 
on the towns of 

the region

k=7: Each higher 
order market area 

contains a 
complete set of 7 
lower order places
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Unique CPT Contributions

 Lösch independently discovered the 
idea of different “organizing principles”

 Rather than observing and noting these 
tendencies from a map, Lösch derived 
these from geometry

 By doing so, Lösch actually found that 
the k=3, 4, and 7 systems were 
actually just the first in an infinite series 
of possible arrangements

The first nine 
of Lösch’s 
series of 
organizing 
principles

The three we 
just examined

Unique CPT Contributions

 While this finding might appear to have 
theoretical value only, one outcome of 
this discovery is the idea of “city-rich” 
and “city-poor” sectors

⚫ Your reading describes how Lösch combined 
several organizing principles on one map, 
as this would best reflect the complexities 
of the real world

⚫ When he did this, centered on a single large 
center, he found what we see in the 
following diagram

A “city-rich” 
sector

Relatively 
many cities in 
this zone

A “city-poor” 
sector

Relatively few
cities in this 
zone

Unique CPT Contributions

 It actually turns out that this city 
rich/poor phenomenon is a common 
occurrence in sectors around major 
cities
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Indianapolis 
and its largest 
surrounding 
towns and 
cities (60 mile 
radius)

Overall Thoughts on CPT

 What’s the real value of CPT for the 
location practitioner (someone planning 
locations for a retailer or assisting a city 
plan its retail areas)?

⚫ It isn’t in the “perfect” patterns we’ve been 
looking at

⚫ Rather, CPT gives a framework for 
understanding the principles of service 
location, and the bundles of services offered 
at different places

Overall Thoughts on CPT

 What’s the real value of CPT for the 
location practitioner (someone planning 
locations for a retailer or assisting a city 
plan its retail areas)?

⚫ The “ideal theory” can be extended to help 
us understand what goes on in the real 
situations we encounter

⚫ Again, the theory and its extensions provide 
a framework to help us understand what’s 
driving what we see
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